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 Corruptive activities can result with certain economic consequences, to a 

larger or smaller extent. That is why even more authors research influence 

of the corruption to the inflation, investments, economic growth and devel-

opment, quality of the infrastructure, foreign investments, education, 

health etc. The goal of the conducted research is to establish that the 

Croatian criminal code has not implemented economic consequences of 

the corruption as one of the important factors in conceiving the responsibil-

ity of the corruption perpetrator, but also for creating the priority in sup-

pression of those corruptive activities that are most damaging for the Croa-

tian economy. Although every form of the corruption is socially unaccepta-

ble, there are corruptive activities, that, directly or indirectly can have mild-

er negative, or even certain positive economic influences, that should be 

mildly sanctioned by criminal code. Basic hypothesis of the research is that 

bodies of the legal prosecution should put higher weight in suppression of 

these corruption activities that cause larger damage to the Croatian econ-

omy, which will result in better perception of the public towards lowering of 

the corruption. Despite certain improvement of the institutional structure of 

the government bodies for the prosecution of the corruptive activities and 

introducing new legislative determinants, so far, the methods of the sup-

pression of the corruption have not been efficient, which have had a nega-

tive influence on the Croatian public perception of the height of the corrup-

tion. Changing of the paradigm of the corruption suppression will at the 

same time result with certain positive economic effects. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Contemporary phenomenon of the corruption has a broad social significance, and it appears in all 

parts of the society. The conceiving of the corruption can have different contexts; thus, it became the 

research object of legal experts, sociologists, historians, political scientist, economists, etc. It is the eco-

nomic reverse of the corruption that presents bigger challenge for many scientists, as it is becoming ap-

parent that corruption has influence to numerous macroeconomic indicators, to larger or smaller extent. 

Its suppression is becoming a part of total social policy, as this is the only way to efficiently realize certain 

economic goals. Although criminal code determinants of the Croatian legislative do not recognize corrup-

tion in an adequate way, it is necessary to point out that not all corruption forms have the same negative 
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influence on the national economy. Therefore, hereby, we shall demonstrate that such recognition is es-

sential to put higher weight to suppression of such corruptive forms, that are economically, and at the 

same time socially, more damaging, in comparison to such corruptive forms that, beside negative conse-

quences, can also have positive influence on the economy. 

History has irrefutably shown that the corruption is a very resilient phenomenon, and in the future, 

some new forms of it can be expected, at “the border of criminal liability“. Technical and technological 

development, and the development of the internet businesses especially, will result in certain forms of 

corruptive activities that are not sufficiently recognized, and their bad consequences as well. That is the 

reason to give more importance to recognition and criminal prosecution of such forms of the corruption 

that result in larger economic damage to the society. 

 

 

1. A SHORT OVERVIEW OF EMPIRIC RESEARCH OF THE INFLUENCE OF THE  

    CORRUPTION TO THE ECONOMY 

There is a lot of authors that research the influence of the corruption to certain economic indicators 

in their works. The phenomenon of “rent-seeking“ has interested Baumol (1990), who has concluded 

that „rent-seeking“ has a negative influence on the entrepreneurship and economic growth, whereas the 

structure of awarding is aimed against production and entrepreneurship. Furthermore, some other au-

thors, such as Mauro (1995) have concluded that the corruption and the “rent-seeking“ influence 

movement of certain economic resources towards non-productive activities. On the other hand, Murphy 

et al. (1991) have concluded that “rent-seeking“ has negative influence on the economic growth. Cole et 

al. (2002), have also, among other things, established an indirect negative influence of the “rent-

seeking“ to public investments and public services. 

A lot of authors have established negative influence of the corruption to the economic growth, such 

as Pellegrini et al. (2004) et al. Moreover, Mendez et al. (2006) think that the negative influence of the 

corruption to the economic growth is the most obvious in “free“ countries. On the other hand, Aidt et al. 

(2008) think that corruption has a strong negative influence on the economic growth in the countries 

where there is a higher level of the institutionalization, but at the same time, economic growth influences 

the reduction of the corruption. Furthermore, a negative influence of the corruption to the economic 

growth have been established by the researches of numerous other authors, such as Poirson (1998), as 

well as Gyimah-Brempong (2002). Piplica et al. (2011) have established certain negative influence of the 

corruption to the economic growth in Croatia and ten transition countries EU members. However, Pelle-

grini et al. (2004) considered that corruption has a negative influence on the investment, education, 

business policy and political stability, and that it only indirectly influences the economic growth. A lot of 

authors such as Neeman et al. (2004) have established negative influence of the corruption to the eco-

nomic growth. However, authors, such as Rock et al. (2004) have in their researches established that 

there is an interesting phenomenon of some East Asian countries, where a high economic growth was 

noticed, although there was also a high level of the corruptions in these countries. This phenomenon is 

known as „East Asian Paradox “. 

Numerous authors, such as Brunetti et al. (1998), Pellegrini et al. (2004), have concluded that the 

corruption reduces the investment rate. Wei (1999) concluded that the corruption, just like taxes, re-

verses direct foreign investments. Abed et al. (2002) have also shown that the corruption substantially 

reduces foreign investments at an example of transition countries. Lambsdorff (1998) has concluded 

that there is a problem in the international exchange between exporters from the countries with the low-

er level of the corruption and importers from the countries with high level of corruption. Similarly, Hines 

(1995) has shown that the growth rate of the export of the American airplanes is significantly lower to the 

countries with high level of corruption. Alesina et al. (2002) have concluded that some corruption ele-

ments have positive relation to inflow of supportive funds per capita. Tanzi et al. (2002) have estab-

lished, among other things, that the corruption has an influence to lowering of the road’s quality. Fried-

man et al. (2002) concluded that corruption influences the growth of the grey market. Johnson et al. 

(1997) have also concluded that corruption influences the growth of the grey market. Mauro (1998) has 

shown that corruption influences lowering of public expenditure for education. Gupta et al. (2001) have 
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concluded that a corrupted state administration influences increase of military expenditures. Some other 

authors, such as Kaufmann et. al. (1999), Gupta et al. (2002) in their researches have concluded that 

there is a significant influence of the corruption to the children’s' deathrate. Mo (2001) has established 

that the corruption is reducing an annual average of the education of the citizens. The same author has 

established that the corruption encourages political instability of some countries. Some other authors 

have aimed their researches to the connection of the corruption with income inequality and citizens' pov-

erty. Gupta et al. (2002) have concluded that the corruption encourages income inequity, while Foellmi 

et al. (2003) have concluded that the corruption influences increase of the wealth for already wealthy 

parts of the society in the total income. Welsch (2004) has established that the corruption influences the 

increase of the concentration of certain harmful particles in the air of the urban areas. 

Several authors aimed their researches to the relation of the corruption and inflation. Thus, Rahmani 

et al. (2009) have established that the corruption has positive influence on the inflation, which was also 

confirmed by researches of Al-Mahrubi (2000). Abed et al. (2002) have also confirmed a positive influ-

ence of the corruption to the inflation but have also concluded that by realization of the structural re-

forms in transition countries such a positive influence has ceased. Piplica (2011) has concluded that the 

influence on the inflation in transition countries EU members is positive, but very weak. Furthermore, 

Honlonkou (2003) has concluded that the corruption strongly influences changing of the consumer pric-

es. Off course, some other authors have researched the influence of the corruption to the economy, 

whereas they were considering various economic indicators, not only on macro- but also on micro-

economic level. All the above mentioned researches have clearly shown the important economic reverse 

of the corruption, of which understanding depends efficient conduction of economic policy, i.e., reaching 

of set up goals of the economic policy. It is obvious that authority must implement adequate measures of 

the economic policy in accordance with measures of the corruption suppression, to encourage economic 

growth, lower the inflation, create righteous income distribution, increase education level of its citizens, 

enhancing the rule of law, etc. 

 

 

2. ECONOMIC REVERSE OF THE CORRUPTIVE CRIMINAL OFFENCES IN CROATIAN  

   CRIMINAL CODE 

A short overview of the empiric research has clearly shown that the corruption is, to a stronger or 

weaker extent, connected to various aspects of economic activities with negative final consequences. 

But does the corruption solely result in harmful consequences, or besides varying intensity of the harmful 

consequences, there can even be a positive influence on the economy? Off course, in any case corrup-

tive activities are not moral or lawful, i.e., socially acceptable. However, considering such effects is very 

important to clearly separate corruption activities which are more harmful in the economic sense from 

these activities that are less harmful, which implicates conducting of different criminal policy, whereas a 

higher weight should be put onto suppression of the corruptive activities that result in higher damage to 

the economy. This matter is important to the Croatian society, to, by preventing corruptive activities, effi-

ciently encourage economic growth, employment, more efficient filling of central state, local and regional 

budgets. 

In the sequel of this work let us see how Croatian Criminal Code describes corruptive criminal of-

fences, as well as their respective economic consequences. Comprehension of the corruptive criminal 

offences according to the statistical evidence of Ministry of Interior of the Republic of Croatia is some-

what narrower than comprehension of the criminal corruptive activities of the Ministry of Justice of the 

Republic of Croatia. Therefore, in analysis of corruptive criminal offences we will use a broader compre-

hension of the Ministry of Justice of the Republic of Croatia: 

– “Abuse of Trust in Business Dealings” from the Article 246. of the CC 

– “Receiving or Giving Bribes during Bankruptcy Proceedings“ from the Article 251. of the CC 

– “Receiving Bribes in Business Dealings“ from the Article 252. of CC 

– “Giving Bribes in Business Dealings“ from the Article 253. of CC 

– “Misuse of Public Procurement Procedures“ from the Article 254. of CC 

– “Money Laundering“ from the Article 265. od CC 
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– “Abuse of Position and Authority“ from the Article 291. of CC 

– “Unlawful Favouritism“ from the Article 292. of CC 

– “Taking a Bribe“ from the Article 293. of CC 

– “Giving a Bribe“ from The Article 294. of CC 

– “Trading in Influence” from the Article 295. of CC 

– “Giving a Bribe for Trading in Influence“ from the Article 296. of CC 

– “Bribing Representatives“ from the Article 339. of CC 

 

Economic “substance“ in the corruptive criminal offences in Criminal Code is primarily defined 

through obtaining of proceeds of crime, as well as material damage caused by corruptive activity, without 

specifying the size of the corruptive amount as an aggravating circumstance in the qualified form of the 

deed. On the other hand, the size of the material damage, as a rule, defines a qualified form of a corrup-

tive criminal offence, which is related with more severe sanction. Thus, for criminal offence from the arti-

cle 246., item 2. of the Criminal Code, “Abuse of Trust in Business Dealings“ it is said that the perpetra-

tor of this offence will be punished with prison sentence from one to ten years if the proceeds of crime or 

damage from the offence are substantial. Therefore, this penalty is twice higher compared to the same 

criminal offence from the item 1. According to the legal understanding of Criminal Department of the 

Supreme Court of the Republic of Croatia from the 27th December 2012., substantial criminal proceeds 

or significant damage exists, when its value exceeds HRK 60,000.00.  

In criminal offence “Receiving or Giving Bribes during Bankruptcy Proceedings“ from the Article 251. 

of the Criminal Code there are no established economic values, and no size of the bribe is being estab-

lished as an aggravating circumstance for perpetrating such an offence. In criminal offences “Receiving 

Bribes in Business Dealings“ from the Article 252. of CC and „Giving Bribes in Business Dealings“ from 

the Article 253. of CC there are no established economic values, and no size of the bribe is defined as an 

aggravating circumstance in performing such criminal offences, so only committing of the damage is 

mentioned, without defining of its scale. Also, in criminal offence “Misuse of Public Procurement Proce-

dures“ from the Article 254. of the Criminal Code, just like in ”Abuse of Trust in Business Dealings,“ from 

the Article 246. of Criminal Code, it is said that the perpetrator of these criminal offences will be pun-

ished with the prison sentence in duration of one to ten years, if substantial criminal proceeds is ob-

tained, or a substantial damage has been caused. Such a penalty is two times longer in comparison to 

the same criminal offence from the item 1. However, criminal offence “Money Laundering,“ from the 

Article 265. of the Criminal Code is better defined, which is logical considering the substance of the deed 

and the aim of suppression of unlawful activities. Even in first three paragraphs of this work, criminal 

proceeds obtained by criminal offence is mentioned, while in the fifth paragraph criminal proceeds of 

substantial value is mentioned, which as per legal understanding of the Criminal Department of the Su-

preme Court dd 27th December 2012 amounts HRK 60,000.00 and is to be sanctioned by higher prison 

sentence. Criminal proceeds are also mentioned in paragraphs 6., 7. and 8., whereas paragraph 9. clear-

ly states for criminal proceeds that such proceeds will be confiscated. 

Criminal offence “Abuse of Position and Authority“ from the Article 291. of CC, item 1. states the ob-

taining of the criminal proceeds and causing of the damage without making difference between material 

and non-material damage. However, in criminal offence qualified in the item 2. it is stated that obtaining 

of substantial criminal proceeds or causing significant damage is to be punished with significantly longer 

prison sentence, that can be higher more than two times compared to the prison sentence the offence 

from the item 1. In “Unlawful Favouritism“ from the Article 292. of CC there are no defined economic 

values, although it is very important legal regulation of the unlawfulness related to the public procure-

ment, which is a significant part of GDP of the Republic of Croatia. Also, there are no established eco-

nomic values in criminal offences “Taking a Bribe“ from the Article 293. of CC and “Giving a Bribe“ from 

the Article 294. of CC and no size of the bribes is established as an aggravating circumstance in commit-

ting such criminal offences. Furthermore, even in the description of the criminal offence “Trading in In-

fluence” from the Article 295. of CC, “Giving a Bribe for Trading in Influence“ from the Article 296. of CC 

and “Bribing Representatives“ from the Article 339. of CC no economic values are established, and no 

aggravating circumstances in perpetrating for these criminal offences are mentioned. 
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Table 1. Corruptive Criminal Offences in Croatia and Economic Context in Definition of the Criminal Offence 

Corruptive Criminal Offences 
Economic Substance in Definition of Criminal Of-

fence 

“Abuse of Trust in Business Dealings” from the 

Article 246. of the CC 

Substantial criminal proceeds or substantial  

damage 

“Receiving or Giving Bribes during Bankruptcy 

Proceedings“ from the Article 251. of the CC 
Not contained 

“Receiving Bribes in Business Dealings“ from the 

Article 252. of CC 
Not contained 

“Giving Bribes in Business Dealings“ from the Arti-

cle 253. of CC 
Not contained 

“Misuse of Public Procurement Procedures“ from 

the Article 254. of CC 

Substantial criminal proceeds or substantial  

damage 

“Money Laundering“ from the Article 265. od CC 
Criminal proceeds, substantial criminal proceeds, 

confiscation of the proceeds 

“Abuse of Position and Authority“ from the Article 

291. of CC 

Criminal proceeds or damage, substantial criminal 

proceeds or substantial damage 

“Unlawful Favouritism“ from the Article 292. of CC Not contained 

“Taking a Bribe“ from the Article 293. of CC Not contained 

“Giving a Bribe“ from The Article 294. of CC Not contained 

“Trading in Influence” from the Article 295. of CC Not contained 

“Giving a Bribe for Trading in Influence“ from the 

Article 296. of CC 
Not contained 

“Bribing Representatives“ from the Article 339. of 

CC 
Not contained 

Source: author's analysis 

 
 

Off course, the absence of the established economic values, the size of the bribe or some other eco-

nomic value, can be understood in a way that legislator would like to process efficiently all the forms of 

unlawfulness that these deeds comprise, regardless of the higher or lower value of the deed. It is im-

portant to point out, that in the description of the mentioned criminal offences no other impacts to the 

Croatian economy have been conceived, and they can vary a lot, as we have seen from the mentioned 

research. Differentiation of the corruptive activities that can cause large damages to the Croatian econ-

omy in comparison to such corruptive activities of which consequences are smaller, or that can even 

have some positive effects, should be adequately entered in legal determinants of the Criminal Code. 

Such important facts should not be only the object of subjective evaluation of the bodies of the criminal 

prosecution or legal authority, but also a part of legal determinants. Taking into consideration, that im-

plementing of such laws is conducted by legal experts as a rule, an adequate economic component 

would be a certain connection to the efficient conduction of the economic, i.e., social policy. 

 

 

3. SUPPRESSION OF THE CORRUPTION IN CROATIA 
 

3.1 “Good“ Corruption and its Economic Consequences 

Corruption can be observed and analysed in various ways. Corruptive activities can result in small, 

but also extremely large damage to the society. The number of corruptive perpetrators can range from 

only two persons, to a bigger number of participants on different corruptive levels and with varying levels 

of organization. Corruptive activities can be done only once, or they can be repeated in some time frame. 

Corruptive forms on higher levels of the social power are different to those on lower levels. We can sepa-

rate corruptive forms according to the corruptive execution, whereas in modern society it is favoured by 

the development of the technic and technology. The clarity of the corruptive activity is not always obvi-

ous, and not all countries have the same legislative system. 
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Some authors, like Morris (2011) differentiate corruption on high and low level. Corruptive activities 

of the perpetrators from higher positions in authority or legislative would represent corruption on high 

level. Corruption on low level would be represented through corruptive activities of “plain“ public officials 

and the like. Morris (2011) has analysed corruption according to the position of the state official so he 

deemed it can be in authority, legislative, local authorities, customs offices, police, etc. Morris thinks that 

corruptive greed can be only subjective, but it can also comprise an organized group of persons. Grubisa 

(2010) differentiate active corruption, when someone’s activities initiate state official to the corruptive 

activity, but it can also be passive, if the initiator is state official by himself. Derencinovic (2001) thinks 

that the corrupter has an active, while a person he evolves into corruption has a passive role. Amundsen 

(1999) differentiate corruption between two perpetrators from corruptive activities that involve a bigger 

number of participants. On the other hand, Heywood (1997) differentiate corruption on local and on na-

tional level. 

We have mentioned only smaller portion of various aspect of observing corruption. However, in the 

context of this work's theme, we shall analyse specific influence of the corruption to certain economic 

activities, that should not always result in economic damage, but that can consequently have positive 

effects to the economy, hence we call it “good“ corruption. Moreover, some East-Asian countries, like 

China, South Correa, Japan, Thailand and Indonesia have larger economic growth and development, de-

spite relatively high level of the corruption in these countries, and this phenomenon is called “East-Asian 

Paradox“. Thus, Wedeman (2012) has especially researched reasons for strong economic growth of Chi-

na, despite high corruption dispersion in the country. In the sequel, we will observe what consequences 

to the Croatian economy can be, through examples from the legal practice. 

Case study no. 1. “After conducted investigation, USKOK (Croatian State Prosecutor's Office for the 

Suppression of Organized Crime and Corruption), has filed an indictment against I.S. due to criminal 

offence of receiving bribe. The indictment charges I.S., that as a Prime Minister of the Croatian govern-

ment, at the beginning of 2008, In Zagreb and in Budapest, with highly positioned official from the board 

of directors of MOL has arranged for the amount of EUR 10,000,000.00 to do anything in his power to 

conclude amendments of the Agreement of mutual relations of the shareholders, by which Republic of 

Croatia will with no grounds secure to MOL prevailing influence to INA (Croatian Oil Industry), and that, 

for the aforementioned amount a deal and an agreement would be concluded to separate gas business 

from INA, i.e. separation of the gas business section that produces loss and its overtaking from Croatian 

side. To realize the agreed, I.S. has, although he knew that conclusion of such agreements is not in the 

interest of the Republic of Croatia, by using his authority as a Prime Minister of Croatian Government, 

stated and enforced his conclusions, prepared in advance, of essential elements of these agreements 

and finally on 30th January 2009 such agreements were concluded, completely accepting all requests 

from MOL, and total agreed amount has been paid to I.S. in arrears.“1 

From the above mentioned concrete example it is obvious that County Court of Zagreb has filed in-

dictment against I.S. whereas the accused is charged that as a consequence of his possible corruptive 

activities “amendments of the Agreement of mutual relations of the shareholders, by which Republic of 

Croatia will with no grounds secure to MOL prevailing influence to INA (Croatian Oil Industry), and that, 

for the aforementioned amount a deal and an agreement would be concluded to separate gas business 

from INA, i.e. separation of the gas business section that produces loss and its overtaking from Croatian 

side”. Therefore, negative effects of the possible corruptive activity to one of the most important econom-

ic subjects in Croatia are obvious. Moreover, additionally a part of gas business that creates loss and it is 

to be taken by the Republic of Croatia. However, there is the reverse of the medal, so we can also ana-

lyse effects of possible corruptive activities to the Hungarian economic subject. There are no such nega-

tive consequences, but as a result we have just the opposite, that by described circumstances “MOL has 

insubstantially secured prevailing influence on INA“ and  in addition there would be “separation of the 

gas business section that produces loss to the disadvantage of the Croatian side”. According to the in-

dictment the charge to the Hungarian partner would amount 10 million EUR. Economic benefit of the 

described activities significantly exceeds the above-mentioned amount, and for Hungarian side, it would 

definitely be a “good“ corruption. Certain political and legal parts of Hungarian society have strongly re-

                                                 
1 Modified according to http://www.dorh.hr/PodignutaOptuznicaProtivIveSanadera01, July 28, 2020 
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sisted to legal prosecution of “highly positioned person from the bord of directors of MOL,“ whereas the 

exact reason can be benefits to Hungarian society. 

Case study no. 2. “Based on a criminal report from PNUSKOK (Police National Office for Suppression 

of Organized Crime and Corruption), USKOK (Croatian State Prosecutor's Office for the Suppression of 

Organized Crime and Corruption) has ordered conduction of the investigation against four Croatian citi-

zens, due to reasonable doubt to criminal offences of giving and receiving of the bribe and assistance in 

receiving bribe. There is a reasonable doubt that, in the period of 18th March until 15th of April, in Split 

and Zagreb, the 1st accused as a Chief of the Independent Department of Legal Affairs with Ministry of 

Physical Planning, Construction and State Assets, through 2nd accused, former employee of the Ministry 

of Physical Planning, Construction and State Assets, and at request from 3rd accused, founder of one 

Company and the 4th accused, actually in charge of the business of the Company, have been taking ac-

tions in order to obtain from Administrative department of Construction and Physical planning of the city 

of Split changing and amendment of the building permit issued to the Company in question as an inves-

tor in one hotel to be built to keep the size and the number of floors of the hotel, despite the fact that as 

per original building permit the size and number of floors were reduced. With the goal to realize the 

above-mentioned, 4th and 3rd accused have requested 2nd accused to intermediate in order for the Minis-

try of Physical Planning, Construction and State Assets to issue an opinion to their Company which would 

be basis to avoid pulling down the hotel's floor, and in the end for issuing changed and amended build-

ing permit, after which 2nd accused, using as a former employee of the Ministry of Physical Planning, 

Construction and State Assets, has used his acquaintance with 1st accused, has arranged a meeting of 

the 1st accused with 3rd and 4th accused in Zagreb, where 2nd accused also was present. After the 4th and 

3rd accused have promised to financially award 1st accused for issuing of the mentioned opinion, 1st ac-

cused have firs composed the text of the inquiry, that 4th and 3rd accused would send to the Ministry of 

Physical Planning, Construction and State Assets, on behalf of the Company, while 2nd accused was in-

structed to convey to them about the ways of delivery and to whom it should be addressed, all in order 

for 1st accused to issue to them the requested opinion on behalf of the Ministry of Physical Planning, 

Construction and State Assets. Then, 4th and 3rd accused, following the instructions of the 1st accused, 

have submitted the request for the opinion on behalf of the Company, and then 1st accused has, on be-

half of the Ministry of Physical Planning, Construction and State Assets have issued the opinion ade-

quate for obtaining changing and amending of the building permit, and 4th accused, according to the 

agreement with 3rd accused, has given the amount of EUR 660,00 to the 1st accused.2 

From the above-mentioned example it is obvious that the perpetrators have taken certain activities 

to “change and amend building permits issued to the mentioned company as an investor in a hotel build-

ing, so that, although the shape and size of the building have been reduced, final building size and num-

ber of floors remained the same“. At the same time, activities of the perpetrators were aimed to obtain 

“opinion as a basis not to pull down one floor of the hotel and based of this opinion a changed and 

amended building permit would be issued“. Thus, mentioned activities, for which there is a reasonable 

doubt that are a part of corruptive activities, would result with finishing of the hotel building, that would 

then commence its economic activity. The entrepreneur would be obliged to employ a certain number of 

persons, he would be obliged to fulfil his tax obligations, bank would be able to receive funds for the 

loan, etc. It is obvious that the described activities, which are allegedly corruptive, for a consequence 

have had certain positive economic results, so we can consider them a “good“ corruption. 

 

 

3.2 Suppression of the Corruption in Croatia and Public Perception of the  

     Suppression 

During last ten years legislative and institutional frames for the suppression of the corruption have 

been improved (Iacobuta et al., 2019; Simovic, 2020). The catalogue of the corruptive criminal offences 

has been broadened by defining of new corruptive activities, while the bodies of the prosecution have 

been strengthened by establishing special police national troops for corruption suppression and orga-

nized crime, a separate department for financial investigations within the Ministry of Finance, etc. De-

                                                 
2 Modified according to http://www.dorh.hr/17042019, July 28, 2020 
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spite positive movements in revealing and penal processing of the large corruptive affairs with substan-

tial damages to the Croatian economy, there were no significant movement in the perception of the Croa-

tian citizens of the efficiency of the corruption suppression in Croatia, which can be seen from the Table 

No. 2. 
 

 
Table 2. Suppression of the Corruption in Croatia and CPI in the Period 2011 – 2019. 

Years Registered 

criminal 

offenses 

Number of 

registered 

perpetrators 

Damage in 

HRK 

Corruption 

perceptions 

Index 

2019 785 186 53.309.307 47 

2018 515 99 18.051.381 48 

2017 761 185 86.707.228 49 

2016 905 181 130.584.318 49 

2015 759 302 244.906.339 51 

2014 920 280 310.797.557 48 

2013 1940 615 941.965.674 48 

2012 825 298 568.505.910 46 

2011 911 383 1.054.309.386 40 

Source:https://mup.gov.hr/pristup-informacijama-16/statistika-228/statistika-mup-a-i-bilteni-o-sigurnosti-

cestovnog-prometa/283233 ,  https://www.transparency.org/en/countries/croatia# 
 
 

It is in the period from 2011 – 2019, when penal prosecution of economic affairs related to im-

portant economic subjects in Croatia occurred, such as INA, Agrokor, Uljanik, etc., and for important au-

thority persons in governmental level, or in cities such as Zagreb, Split, etc. Thus, in the mentioned time 

frame 2529 perpetrators were reported for committing 8321 corruptive criminal offence, whereas estab-

lished corruptive damage amounted HRK 3.409.137.100.  However, still the biggest number of the pro-

cessed cases of the corruptive criminal offences is related to the so called “street corruption,“ i.e., cor-

ruption of lower ranked public officials. 
 
 

Table 3 Regression Results 

Number of corruption offenses and CPI in the period 2011 - 2019 

Dependent: CPI R = 0,02356 F = 0,00389 R²= 0,00056 df =   1,7 

No. of cases: 9 
adjusted R²=  

-0,14222 
p = 0,952022 

St. err. of est.: 

3,29410 

Intercept: 

47,50099 

Std.err: 2,90436 t (7) = 16,355 p = 0,0000 
Corr. offenses 

b*= - 0,02 

Y = 1069,462-

3,0614*x 

Number of perpetrators of corruption offenses and CPI in Croatia 2011 - 2019 

Dependent: CPI R = 0,23742 F = 0,41818 R²= 0,05637 df =   1,7 

No. of cases: 9 
adjusted R²=  

-0,07843 
p = 0,53847 

St. err. of est.: 

3,20079 

Intercept: 

48,68905 

Std.Error: 

2,35235 
t (7) = 20,698 p = 0,0000 

Perp. of corrupt 

crimes b*=-0,24 

Y = 834,0526-

11,6842*x 

Damage in HRK and CPI in Croatia 2011 – 2019 

Dependent: CPI R = 0,66601 F = 5,58029 R²= 0,44357 df =   1,7 

No. of cases: 9 
adjusted R²= 

 0,36408 
p = 0,05017 

St. err. of est.: 

2,45788 

Intercept: 

49,32859 

Std.Error: 

1,17672 
t (7) = 41,921 p = 0,0000 Dam. b*= -0,67 

Y = 4,3648E9-

8,4211E7*x 

Source: own calculation 

 

https://mup.gov.hr/pristup-informacijama-16/statistika-228/statistika-mup-a-i-bilteni-o-sigurnosti-cestovnog-prometa/283233
https://mup.gov.hr/pristup-informacijama-16/statistika-228/statistika-mup-a-i-bilteni-o-sigurnosti-cestovnog-prometa/283233
https://www.transparency.org/en/countries/croatia
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The results of our research clearly show that processing of bigger number of perpetrators of corrup-

tive criminal offences, just like enlarged number of disclosed corruptive offences have no significant im-

pact to the perception of Croatian public opinion of the scale of the corruption in Croatia. Namely, “spec-

tacular“ actions of the police arrest, are often aimed to corruptive offenders on lower levels of social 

danger, that admit their responsibility for the crime to get milder punishments. It is interesting that the 

public perception reacts negatively to the processing of the larger corruptive affairs, that cause more 

significant consequences for Croatian economy, considering the perpetrators of the mentioned deeds 

would not be punished, or would not be adequately punished during long legal proceedings, which is 

obvious from the following graph. 

 
 

Graph no. 1 Damage in HRK and CPI in Croatia 2011 - 2019
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Croatian citizens clearly feel consequences of the corruptive activities, as their standard is lowering, 

they are losing their jobs, they do not have equal possibility of obtaining a job and career advance, they 

do not have equal possibility of using health services, they do not have equal education possibilities, etc. 

Therefore, the suppression of the corruptive activities demands changing of the very paradigm of its sup-

pression, that must be strategically oriented to those corruption forms that are most socially damaging, 

and especially such corruption that damages Croatian society. The point of the suppression of the cor-

ruption is not only in the quantity of the figures, but in suppressing the most damaging forms of the cor-

ruption, which are felt by citizens themselves. 

 

 

SUMMARY 

Corruption, in its essence, is a negative social phenomenon, and as such it is morally and legally 

sanctioned in all social communities. However, not all corruptive activities are the same, moreover, they 

can substantially differ and result in different consequences. Despite its negative essence, corruptive 

activities can result with positive effects to a certain economy, which can refer to the growth of the GDP, 

employment rate, filling of the state budget, etc. Legislator in criminal legislative did not recognize possi-

ble positive effects of some economic activities, but they are treated just like all other corruptive activi-

ties. Just the opposite, it would be completely justified that the description of certain corruptive criminal 

offences comprises also mitigating circumstances for perpetrators of the corruptive activities that have 

positive effects to the society. In this way a positive movement would be made in penal policy and a 

higher weight would be put to suppression of such corruptive activities that produce bigger economic 

damage. This, off course, does not mean that perpetrators of the “good“ corruptive activities would be 

not be investigated, but it would only change the priorities in criminal prosecution. 
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